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MCY 105 A NEW
PERSPECTIVE
IN YACHTING
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EDITORIAL

“

Dear Friend,

just five years after the first introduction
of the brand to the market, in 2015
Monte Carlo Yachts officially entered the
superyacht segment with the MCY 105.
Its presentation and achievement in terms
of sales has also coincided with the
beginning of a new era for the company
which is today actively working on new
ground-breaking projects above 30 meters.
Following its remarkable World Premiere
at the Arsenale of Venice, the MCY 105
has been described from the most
important international magazines as a
game-changer yacht for the industry.
It has been capable to catch the eyes of
the world, becoming one of the most
appreciated, celebrated and admired
yachts of the past few years.
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Its success is the result of a painstaking
attention to details provided by a team of
professionals driven by passion, hard work
and willingness to pursue the company
mission with such an innovative yacht.
We write you these lines while preparing
its official debut to the American market
at the Fort Lauderdale International Boat
Show, being confident that more great
moments are yet to come.
Enjoy this new issue of Snapshots from
MCY, enjoy a new perspective in yachting.

Federico Peruccio
Marketing and Communication Manager

”
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At a glance

The 32-metre flagship
is the most tangible
exemplification of the
company’s vision and
the best expression
of MCY’s iconic,
timeless style and
naval allure.
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The unveiling of the MCY 105,
in July 2015, coincided with Monte
Carlo Yachts’ five year anniversary.
The MCY 105 is the largest in the
MCY collection up to date, and the
boatyard’s distinctive trait of creating
spaces only available on mega-yachts
is particularly evident.
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At a glance

MAIN DIMENSIONS
Overall length (LOA) 32.26 m - 105 ft 10 in
Maximum beam 7.15 m - 23 ft 5 in
Draft 2.37 m - 7 ft 9 in
Displacement 104 t Dry
ENGINES
2 x MTU 16V 2000 M86 2200 hp
2 x MTU 16V 2000 M96 2400 hp
SPEED
Maximum speed up to 27 kn
Cruise speed 23-24 kn
TANKS
Fuel 12000 l - 3170 US gal
Fresh water 2000 l - 528 US gal
BUILDING MATERIALS
VTR, Kevlar®, Carbon Fiber
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
& ENGINEERING
Monte Carlo Yachts
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DESIGN
Nuvolari Lenard
DESIGN CATEGORY
RINA Pleasure or RINA Charter Class
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Key Features

Featuring the MCY collection’s iconic design
elements such as a perfect balance of the
hull and superstructure, the MCY 105 is the
result of a painstaking attention given to
proportions, the inherent dynamism of the
lines, and to every single detail, no matter how
small. The MCY 105 is elegant and instantly
recognisable, and the imposing bulwarks and
high bow award the boat with the naval allure
so distinctive of the timeless MCY style.
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The interior spaces onboard the MCY 105 are
incredibly voluminous. The large Portuguese
deck at the bow, and the flybridge with
equipment and living space are unmatched
in its class, while the unique and ergonomic
Raised Pilot House gives maximum comfort
to the master cabin - located on the main
deck - that features full beam and giant, fullsize windows.
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Key Features
B o w and S ide ways

Exclusive Bow Lounge Area
The foredeck is truly class leading, and
Portuguese bridges such as these are normally
reserved for mega yachts. To be noticed the
large foredeck windows that create a natural
open view to the sky from the owner cabin.
The Portuguese deck leads to an exquisitely
private living room. A real lounge which can
be customized and adapts to different uses
during the whole day on board.
The extensive area is ideal for using large sun
loungers, comfortable sofas and tables, enjoying
the sea view with one’s family and guests in a
space which is both open and private.
You have the certainty of being on board a
mega yacht: no other vessel this size is capable
of providing a customizable area like this.
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Key Features
flybridge

Flybridge
Mega yacht space and customizable design.
Together with the foredeck, the core of
the day life is also the customizable upper
deck. The flybridge can be also fitted with
a large Jacuzzi. The bar area, the open-air
kitchen and the numerous sunbathing and
living areas are protected with a carbon
fiber T-top with soft-top and electrical
opening, another characteristic element of
the MCY collection.
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Key Features
M A I N deck

Opening Side Platforms
The opening side platforms are available
on both sides and can be transformed into
exclusive terraces overlooking the sea,
giving unequalled views of the horizon even
from inside the yacht.
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Key Features
MAIN DECK

Garage Tender
The large garage tender is suitable for a
Williams 445 and a 2 seats Jet ski together.
This option is characterized by top finishing
and rational space, a solution which can not
be found on any other yacht this size.

Control Room
Top quality insulation solutions and soft
mounted equipment guarantee an extremely
quiet running of the yacht.
A further contribution to the reduction of
noise in the interiors comes from the air
conditioned control room in between the
engine room and the crew quarters.
Here the crew can easily work with tools
and access the main systems and electrical
panels.

Engine Room
The engine room is the heart of the yacht
and a masterpiece of MCY engineering.
Gyro-stabilizers or stabilizers fins, according
the customer preference, are reducing wave
generated motions when at anchor.
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Key Features
MAIN DECK

Saloon
In the interior, the living room fulfills all the
promise of the external spaces and increases
in a succession of luxurious living areas.
The comfortable feeling comes from a
balanced connection between tradition and
the best use of the decorative materials that
Italy has to offer.
The whole interior can be customized
combining a sophisticated palette of woods,
stones and fabrics.
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Key Features
MAIN DECK

Raised Pilot House
The MCY 105 comes with a state of the
art raised pilothouse that offers exceptional
visibility and allows for comfortable obseving
from the Captain’s chair.
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Key Features
MAIN DECK

Owner cabin
The full beam owners’ suite offers spectacular
panoramic views through full-size windows to
both sides. The warm décor underlines the very
convenient and contemporary overall look and
makes one feel very comfortable indeed.
Owner Head
The space for the owner bathroom is sumptuous
and offers a large shower the highest-quality
materials and hand-crafted Venetian mosaics.
The walk-in wardrobe has the size of an extra
cabin and offers great comfort. Here too,
prestigious names from the world of international
design and fashion combine together.
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Key Features
F lybridge

The MCY 105 offers an extraordinary unique and large fly
bridge area which can be completely customized with
different configurations. Most of the fly bridge area is also
covered by a carbon fiber T-top with soft-top and electrical
opening. The bow area, also fully customizable, is a real
lounge which can be adapted to different uses during the
whole day and night on board.

Best in class flybridge area
Flybridge area: 75.1 sqm
Flybridge covered area: 50.2 sqm
Bow area: 19.1 sqm

5

3

6
4

1

Wide bow lounge area large space available that
can include sofas, sun pads, tables, outdoor cinema
and other customizable elements.

2

Glass and stainless steel sliding door to access the
fly bridge from the raised pilot house.

3

Seating arrangements and sunbeds sofas with
integrated chaise longue, decorative cushions
and large capacity storage.
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2

1

4

Alfresco open air galley fully equipped and designed
accordingly to the owner needs. It may include
sink, hot and cold water supply, fridge, ice maker,
storages, wine cooler and barbecue grills.

5

SPA tube installation ( opt.) on flybridge aft deck.

6

Carbon Fiber T-Top (opt.) with sliding soft top,
electrically operated.
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Key Features
main deck

The large sideways bring from the bow to the wide aft
cockpit area which can be arranged with different layouts
being directly connected with the interior main deck space.
There is no interruption in between the areas thanks to the
foldable glass door and the large openable section.

Exclusive aft deck area
Aft deck area: 26.2 sqm

1
5

4

3 2
1

1

2

3

N°2 semi-automatic electric weather tight
doors from the raised pilot house to the port
side sideway and from the guests’ lobby to the
starboard sideway.
Saloon door in stainless steel and tempered glass
with special system for complete folding on port or
starbord side depending on the layout configuration.
The aft deck area includes a large al fresco
dining table useful or other different
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configurations to enjoy with many guests being
covered and protected from the sun.

4

The large garage tender is suitable for a Williams
445 and a 2 seats Jet ski, a solution which can
not be found on any other yacht this size.

5

Hydraulic up/down bathing platform 1.2 tons
max loading capacity suitable for tenders up
to 6 meters length. Beach Club area on the
platform (opt.).
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Key Features
main deck

The side platforms are available on both sides enlarging the
view over the horizon from the inside, where the wide and
unique saloon area can be customized and tailored following
the owner’s needs. The owner’ suite is a one in a kind full
beam cabin with natural light and generous areas normally
available only on authentic mega yachts.

Main deck saloon and owner cabin area
Saloon and dining area: 46.5 sqm
Owner cabin area: 40.6 sqm

3

4

2

1

3

1

Three gentle steps lead to the spacious and light
walk-in wardrobe, closed off by a decorative
glass backdrop, behind which lies the elegant
bathroom.

2

The 40.6 sqm full beam owners‘ suite
offers natural light and a luxury décor that
characterized a voluminous and unique space.
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3

Up to two bulwark balconies (opt.) on port and
stbd side with sliding saloon crystal door from
the saloon.

4

Large and bright living area without structural
interruptions creating a unique space including
sofas, dining table, cabinets and fully equipped
bar and pantry area.
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Key Features
L O W E R deck

The lower deck is completely customizable in the layout
offering various configurations to be selected from the
proposals already designed by MCY or studied together
with the client. Spaces are always generous and embellished
with top quality materials which create a refined elegance
underlined by the choice of refined timber and materials.

Generous lower deck arrangements
VIP cabin area: 40.6 sqm

Lower Deck
4 Cabins

3 Cabins
VIP Cabin Aft

3 Cabins
VIP Cabin Forward
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Key Features
L O W E R deck

The large crew area includes a spacious and functional main
galley and the crew quarters composed by the generous
capitain cabin and two double cabins. The entrance is fully
indipendent both from the exterior port sideway and the
main saloon offering a convenient access for formal and
informal use.

Generous lower deck arrangements
Galley area: 14.7 sqm
Crew area: 19.9 sqm

2
3

1

2

1

The crew quarters are located aft and offer a
comfortable space which can be distributes in between
three spacious separate cabins, one dedicated to the
captain and two for the crew members.
The space offer a spacious and fully equipped
galley area together with a confortable dinette.
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When the galley is down like in this case it can be
connected to the main saloon with a dumbwaiter.

3

Proper control room with air conditioned (opt).
Further to be a unique feature on this size of
yacht it provides an additional noise insulation in
between the engine room and the crew quarters.
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MCY 105 World Premiere
VENICE

The MCY 105 was
presented during her
World Premiere to a
handpicked selection of
guests in July 2015, an
exclusive event at the
Arsenale in Venice
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MCY 105 World Premiere
VENICE

The MCY 105 was the star of a water parade
that saw the other models in the MCY collection
come together to introduce the newest addition
to their number. Hi-res projections on antique
walls, light shows and laser displays provided the
special effects in the magical setting of the
Arsenale that over its centuries-long history of
craftsmanship and excellence has always been
synonymous with innovation and heritage, values
that MCY has shared from its very beginnings.
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References

Motor Boat & Yachting

Boat International

United Kingdom - December 2015

United Kingdom - October 2015

The 105 is a marvellous
achievement, fully deserving of its
spectacular launch.
The Arsenal’s shipbuilding days
may be long gone but on this night
in Venice it was home to the berth
of a star.thi
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The 105 is certainly one of the most
striking designs to emerge from an Italian
yard for some time. This is a design that
comes alive at first sight; that brings
the essential emotional element into
yacht design and yet still remains highly
practical. It turns out it did deserve all
that applause in Venice, after all.
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Awards

Most Innovative
Yacht Trophy
Invictus Yachts Trophies
Cannes Yachting Festival
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A’ Design Award
Yacht and Marine Vessels
Design Category
A’ Design Award & Competition

Best Interior
Design Award
Power Yacht Category
The international Yacht
and Aviation Awards
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IN AGENDA

Boat Show

Fort Lauderdale
International Boat Show
USA
3 - 7 November
MCY 105 American Premiere
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Ocean Marina Pattaya
Boat Show
Thailand
24 - 27 November
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TO BE CONTINUED...

In the next issue
MCY
UNLIMITED
CUSTOMISATION
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